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1 Defining the values

This map shows the position of adverbial subordinators, morphemes which mark adverbial clauses for their semantic relationship to the main clause. Adverbial subordinators which are separate words are referred to as subordinating conjunctions by traditional grammar. Examples of adverbial subordinators in English include because, although, when, while, and if. The map further distinguishes adverbial subordinators which are separate words from ones which are affixes on verbs.

- 1. Adverbial subordinators which are separate words and which appear at the beginning of the subordinate clause 367
- 2. Adverbial subordinators which are separate words and which appear at the end of the subordinate clause 90
- 3. Clause-internal adverbial subordinators 8
- 4. Suffixal adverbial subordinators 59
- 5. More than one type of adverbial subordinator with none dominant 87

The first type shown on the map includes languages in which the adverbial subordinators are separate words that appear at the beginning of the clause, as in the English example in (1a) and the example in (1b) from Hanis Coos (Coosan, Oregon).

(1) a. because it was Friday
b. Hanis Coos (Frachtenberg 1941: 72)
yunL tis’ ci e’k’laq if there 2sg-arrive
‘if you arrive there’

The second type shown involves languages in which adverbial subordinators are separate words that appear at the end of the clause, as in the English example in (1a) and the example in (2b) from Kolyma Yukaghir (isolate; Siberia, Russia).

(2) a. Kombai (de Vries 1993: 58)
 khe-khino rerekbura riqatu his-legs swollen because ‘because his legs are swollen’
b. Kolyma Yukaghir (Malova 2003: 399)
 alum giw-uj-w’u mad become-TER-NEG-SS IMPV although ‘although he was going mad’

The third type shown involves languages in which the adverbial subordinator appears inside the clause. In Nkore-Kiga (Bantu; Uganda), the adverbial subordinator appears between the subject and the verb, as in (3).

(3) Nkore-Kiga (Taylor 1985: 27)
 nu-kam obu y-sas-tuwaza ekoko when-rabbit when he-TODAY.PST-challenge elephant ‘when Bter Rabbit challenged the elephant’

In Yukulta (Tanngic; Queensland, Australia), the subordinator is an enclitic, attaching to the first constituent of the clause, as in (4), where y-aka attaches to the first word in the subordinate clause, yaga, and precedes the present-tense clitic =ygka.

(4) Yukulta (Kean 1983: 243)
 yaga yaga y-aka=ygka kalika die-IND-HE.FUT [very=because=PREP sick]
‘He might die, because he’s very sick’

There are only eight languages shown on the map with this as the dominant type, but there are many other languages in which this type occurs, though not as the dominant type of subordinator.

The fourth type shown involves languages in which the adverbial subordinator is a suffix on the verb, illustrated in (5a) for Kiowa (Kiowa-Tanoan; central United States) and in (5b) for Hunzib (Daghhestanian, eastern Caucasian, Russia).

dife=although an =dife=k’in=pi ‘Although I lie down, I can’t fall asleep.’
b. Hunzib (van den Berg 1995: 98)
zake n-ez=dy=nd sik’o x’o xaq’ur wind NEG-3SG-HT BK before tree-SUP leaf BE-PRET
‘Before the wind blew, there were leaves on the tree.’

In most languages of this sort, the language is verb-final and the suffixes on the verb are also at the end of the clause. A logically possible type for which I have no clear example is a language where the adverbial subordinator is a prefix on the verb.

The final type shown involves languages in which more than one of the above types occurs but in which no single type is dominant. This includes languages with both affixes and separate words functioning as adverbial subordinators, languages with both clause-initial and clause-final words as adverbial subordinators, and languages combining clause-internal or second-position adverbial subordinators with clause-initial or clause-final ones, without one being dominant. For example, Tigre (Semitic; Eritrea) has both initial subordinators, as in (6a), and internal subordinators, as in (6b).

(6) a. Tigre (Raz 1983: 91)
 aha 3sg karan 7aqqabbi after to Karan 3SG.RETURN
‘after I return to Karan’
b. limat 3sg lahezza chieftainship while they seek ‘while they were seeking the chieftainship [for him]’

Bwe Karen (Tibeto-Burman; Myanmar) has initial subordinators, as in (7a), final subordinators, as in (7b), internal subordinators, as in (7c), and combinations of internal and final ones, as in (7d).

(7) Bwe Karen (Henderson 1997: 395, 23, 28, 78)
 a. yi-biki ge [ki] yo-de-me 1SG-FUT go.back [when 1SG-NMLZ-do 
O3 1Pl-SUB complete DEC] ‘I shall go back when my work is done.’
b. tu a-yu u ba-gu wind NMLZ-cool blow although PCI ‘even though there was a cool breeze blowing’
c. ko a ma’an 1PL-EAT IF-3.OBJ ‘if we ate it,...’
d. u-‘oo xhalka 2SG-if beat at ‘if you stay’

In Epena Pedee (Choco; Colombia), some of the subordinators are clause-final words, as in (8a), while others are verbal suffixes, as in (8b).

(8) Epena Pedee (Choco; Colombia)
 a. apay= ‘although he was going mad’
b. Kolyma Yukaghir (Maslova 2003: 399)
 wá li karan 3SG.RETURN ‘after I return to Karan’
c. lahezza chieftainship while they seek ‘while they were seeking the chieftainship [for him]’

There are only eight languages shown on the map with this as the dominant type, but there are many other languages in which this type occurs, though not as the dominant type of subordinator.
The suffix *-iri* ‘because’ is used on auxiliary verbs, while the separate word *përd* ‘because’ is used when there is no auxiliary. In Majang (Surmic; Ethiopia), adverbial clauses tend to involve a word at the beginning of the clause and a clitic at the end. With ‘because’ clauses there is also a suffix on the verb, so the meaning ‘because’ is coded by three simultaneously occurring morphemes, as in (9).


\[ \text{agnu}+\text{su}+\text{tu}+\text{olay}+\text{bó}-\text{dó}-\text{dú}+\text{ugâ}-\text{ku} \]

\[ \text{because}+\text{pí}+\text{Tolay}+\text{bring}+\text{reason}+\text{mead}=\text{reason} \]

‘because Tolay brought mead’

In some languages with more than one form of subordinator, one can be treated as dominant (see the box section “Determining Dominant Word Order” on p 371). For example, in Miya (Chadic; Nigeria), there are both clause-initial subordinators, as in (10a), and subordinators which appear in preverbal position, as in (10b) and (10c). The latter sort follow the subject pronoun if there is one, as in (10b); but if the subject is nominal, the nominal subject will follow the verb in such clauses, with the result that the subordinator is initial, as in (10c). Although initial in (10c), its position might be more accurately described as immediately preverbal, with the understanding that in clauses of this sort, immediately preverbal position will happen to be initial position in the clause. Because some subordinators are always clause-initial (10a) while others are only sometimes clause-initial (10c), Miya is shown on the map as having initial subordinators.


\[ \text{a. . . ãadama}+\text{fa}+\text{ta}+\text{hiy}+\text{kinâ}+\text{y} \]

\[ . . . \text{so that you would not steal it’} \]

\[ \text{b. mìn}+\text{kwaâ}+\text{za}+\text{rë}-\text{ti}+\text{nu}+\text{ku}+\text{. . . } \]

\[ \text{lsq when call-3pl, def} \]

‘When I call them, . . . ’

\[ \text{c. kënda}+\text{za}+\text{rë}-\text{ti}+\text{nu}+\text{Kâshâm}+\text{ku}+\text{. . . } \]

\[ \text{when call-3pl, subj Kashâm def} \]

‘When Kashâm calls them, . . . ’

Particularly when coding languages with adverbial subordinator affixes, care was taken not to include affixes which are general markers of subordination, or affixes which may be more properly viewed as part of the tense-aspect system. For example, an affix on a subordinator verb indicating that the event of the subordinator clause is simultaneous with that of the main clause has a meaning somewhat analogous to that of *while* in English, but was considered a tense-aspect affix rather than an adverbial subordinator for the purposes of this map.

In some languages, the words treated here as adverbial subordinators are formally adpositions combining with nominalized forms of verbs. For example, in (11) from Krongo (Kadugu; Sudan), the word *kàrrì* ‘after’ is formally a preposition combining with a nominalized form of the verb in genitive case, the case that this preposition governs.

(11) Krongo (Reh 1985: 342).

\[ \text{kàrrì}+\text{mà}-\text{èt}+\text{y}+\text{shàày} \]

\[ \text{after gen-nml2.drink tea} \]

‘after drinking tea’

With nouns, this preposition means ‘behind’.

Similarly included among suffixal adverbial subordinators on the map are morphemes that are formally case suffixes. For example, in Kannada (Dravidian; India), the instrumental case suffix is used with gerund clauses to form ‘because’ clauses, as in (12).

(12) Kannada (Sridhar 1990: 74).

\[ \text{bùla}+\text{heca}+\text{préjucù-inda} \]

\[ \text{beat much adv be n-psl.gerund.obl.instr} \]

‘since it’s very hot’

2 Geographical distribution

The most frequent type shown is adverbial subordinators which separate words occurring at the beginning of the clause. This type is represented by a majority of the languages on the map. It is especially common in (i) Europe; (ii) an area in Asia stretching from the Middle East to India; (iii) South-East Asia through the Pacific, including Australia but not the mainland of New Guinea; (iv) Africa; and (v) parts of North America, notably the Pacific North-West and Mesoamerica.

Clause-final subordinators that are separate words are common in (i) an area in Asia stretching from India north-east through Myanmar and China into northeastern Asia; (ii) New Guinea; and (iii) South America. Suffixal adverbial subordinators are generally found in the same areas as clause-final subordinators that are separate words, but are also common in the Caucasian region and in the United States.

Languages with a mixture of types are widely distributed, but less common in areas where clause-initial subordinating words predominate, except across central Africa.

3 Theoretical issues

The map displays two interesting asymmetries of word order and affix position. First, among adverbial subordinators that are separate words, clause-initial subordinators outnumber clause-final subordinators by over three to one. If we add to the latter type verbal suffixes, which most commonly occur in clause-final position in verb-final languages, the initial subordinators are still more than twice as common. The second asymmetry is among affixal adverbial subordinators, all clear instances of which are suffixes, with no clear instances of prefixes. While this fits into the overall preference for suffixes (see Map 26), it constitutes one of the stronger instances of this preference. Adverbial subordinators resemble adpositions and case affixes in that they both indicate the semantic relationship between a constituent and a verb, so the rarity of prefixal adverbial subordinators can be viewed as related to the rarity of case prefixes, although why both of these are rare is not clear.

For a detailed study of adverbial subordinators among the languages of Europe, see Kortmann (1997). See Diesel (2001) for discussion of a related typological feature, the order of adverbial clause and main clause.